
The responsible surfer 
guide



First and foremost a kook is an irresponsible 
surfer who has a negative impact on our 

well-being, that of the planet and even our 
state of mind! 

1. Behaviour 
Ex : Thinks he’s surfing alone or in a contest
2. Transportation
ex: Drives to the beach alone in a non-fuel efficient car 
3. Waste
ex: Drinks water from a plastic bottle
4. Cosmetics
ex: Uses toxic cosmetics before going into the water
5. Food
ex: Wasteful food practices
6. Equipment
ex: Doesn’t look after equipment

6. EQUIPMENT

 *Kook is slang for a surfer with an inflated sense of their own surfing abilities, has li-
mited experience, doesn’t understand the surf ethic, and affects the enjoyment of surfers 
in the water 

What’s a kook*? 
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How do I become a responsible surfer? 

12 pages of tips on how not to be a kook



Sur�ng zone Bu�er zone Bu�er zone Sur�ng zone
Bathing zone

1. Behaviour

...respect right of way priorities

...I respect the supervised bathing zones

-1 wave, 1 surfer
-the surfer on the inside has priority
-don’t let go of your board
-paddle around the peak

-surfing between the blue supervised zone is forbidden
-the buffer zone is reserved for bodyboarders without fins
-outside those zones, I can surf while respecting other surfers

I surf responsibly when I...



Sur�ng zone Bu�er zone Bu�er zone Sur�ng zone
Bathing zone

...I surf at my level
-I’m aware of my surfing abilities and I adapt according to the 
conditions

Be like us and respect the others!  

-1 wave, 1 surfer
-the surfer on the inside has priority
-don’t let go of your board
-paddle around the peak

-surfing between the blue supervised zone is forbidden
-the buffer zone is reserved for bodyboarders without fins
-outside those zones, I can surf while respecting other surfers

Justin Becret                       Cornelius Accoh



2. TRANSPORTATION

The car is the biggest environmental impact for a 
surfer

Surf session carbon footprint 

Urban surfer

Urban surfer 
with 2 person 

rideshare

Urban surfer 
with 3 person 

rideshare

Local surfer

car

board



...I check the conditions
-weather, tide, swell
-wave forecasts and webcams mean I don’t 
have to drive to check the surf

...I rideshare !
-it’s more economical
-it’s more environmentally friendly
-it’s more fun together

....I plant trees
-to offset my carbon emissions

Be like us and use green transportation

Lost in the swell

I’m a responsible surfer...



All the waste products that finish up in the ocean 
will do so for a long time. Don’t forget that we are 

the end of the food chain ! 

3. waste



Do like we do, pick up a piece of trash when you’re at 
the beach: 1 session = 1 piece of trash

I’m responsible...

...I cut down on the trash I produce at 
the source: the best piece of trash is the 
one that isn’t there! 
-I avoid packaged goods (bulk purchases)
-I bring my water bottle
-I don’t use single-use plastics

...I choose recyclable and recycled 
materials
-I sort my waste for recycling!

...I avoid wasteful practices
-I only buy as much as I need
-I donate my old clothes
-I buy secondhand

Zoé Grospiron 

Stéphane Iralour



4. Cosmetics

The 40% remaining are flushed into the domestic 
water cycle and finish up in the ocean....

Around ten 
different cosmetics 

are used per 
person every day

Each cosmetic 
is composed 
of about 40 

different chemical 
substances!

A European is 
in contact with 

about 400 chemical 
substances every 

day

Skin absorbs 
about 60% of the 
cosmetics with 
which it is in 

contact...



Justine Dupont, Alice Lemoigne, Edouard Delpero

...I wear a rashguard or a T-shirt
-it’s the best sun protection
-it reduces the need for sunscreen 

...I make my own cosmetics
-I choose natural ingredients that are also 
good for my health
-I find lots of on-line tutorials

...I choose all-natural products
 without added chemicals
-aloe vera for after sun care or calendula oil

Be like us and use eco-certified
 cosmetics 

I am responsible...



5. food

Food production is the biggest impact on water resources

Local beef AOP
= 3 000 L

French beed
= 7 500 L

International 
beef

= 15 000 L

55 L
3 g 1 300 L

20 g

4 800 L
140 g 5 000 L

180 g

15 000 L
350 g

1 kg 1 kg 1 kg 1 kg 1 kg

= 500 L of water

= 10 g of polluants

10 kg
of grain

=
1 kg of beef



...I eat less meat
-I make quality a priority over quantity

...I eat organic
-without pesticides or chemical fertilizers 
is better for the ocean and my health

...I eat local and in season
-less transportation and therefore less pollution

Be like us, and trust local food producers! 

I am responsible...

Justine Mauvin, Vincent Duvignac, Antoine Delpero



6. Equipment

The textile industry is the 2nd most polluting in the 
world

COTTON 
PRODUCTION

RECYCLING

PRODUCTION

TRANSPORT

DISTRIBUTION

CONSUMER
WASTE



...I buy used or I rent
-it’s better than buying new, buy & sell groups 
on Facebook or similar apps exist

...I take care of my gear 
-if it’s broken I repair it

-I choose to get it repaired locally 

...I think about my gear end of 
life: recycling or upcycling 
-I transform a broken board into a table and 
my old wetsuits into insulated bags

Be like us and choose brands with proven 
sustainability credentials

I am responsible...

Pauline Ado, Léa Brassy, Damien Castera
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